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6This thesis examines British fashion company Burberry, and how it moved 
from its semi-rural craft-based origins in the mid-19th Century, to become a 
successful, global luxury fashion brand in the 21st Century. 
The thesis uses different methodological approaches including interviews with 
factory workers, archive materials, historical government documents, images 
from branding campaigns, and Internet responses in order to build a rich 
narrative starting from Burberry’s beginning in 1856.
Changes to shifting retail and production landscapes, marketing, consumer 
demographics, and management structures are traced over a period of 150 
years, and show how a company re-brand in 1997 generated structural 
contradictions within each of those areas, shaping its future both inside the 
company and externally.   
 
Burberry’s use of new technologies and social media in tandem with ‘heritage’ 
images and products shows how harnessing them together created new and 
lucrative global markets for the brand. Similarly, its long history is used to create 
an idealised ‘old England’ for the export market, particularly for consumers with 
a purely online relationship with the brand, though analysis of international and 
national markets reveals how contradictions in campaigns created outcomes 
that could not be predicted. 
 
The company re-brand is used as a focus to examine how Burberry attracted 
young, British working-class consumers, and how that caused sections of 
the UK media and the general public to protest against those seen as ‘bad’ 
consumers, capable of damaging brand value. Equally, issues of class and 
ethnicity cut across the company, primarily in terms of ‘whiteness’, showing how 
Abstract
7the brand has been used to further devalue the cultural capital of working class 
consumers and a single so-called ‘celebrity chav’.
 
The thesis shows how although Burberry positions itself within the luxury 
market, its meaning remains mobile, which is simultaneously precarious, 
contradictory and paradoxical.
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9In May 1998, I developed and co-delivered a five-week design project called 
‘World Cup 98’, where I worked with a group of people that Arts Council 
England described as ‘young people at risk of offending’. This culturally diverse 
group, comprising eighteen boys and two girls aged 14 to 16, designed and 
printed five-a-side football strips, played in a knock-out football tournament, 
and edited a specially-commissioned fanzine. I was curious about their dress 
as many of the boys proudly wore Burberry scarves, jackets and baseball caps 
that they steadfastly refused to remove, despite the hot and messy studio 
conditions. 
This scenario was not, however, an unusual one, as my background as a 
specialist curator for fashion and textiles has brought me into contact with other 
marginalised groups whose interest in luxury clothing brands was a strong 
element of their identity formation. But the focus on Burberry as a group identity 
was new, and it became clear that this group used the Burberry ‘Nova’ check 
as a way of signalling a tacit connection to one another, despite the potentially 
adversarial scenario of competition in both the design stages, and the knock-out 
tournament: ‘World Cup 98’ successfully demonstrated a clear bond between 
Burberry wearers, however these consumers were far from the company’s 
ideal target market, as they were from low-income, working-class families, a 
demographic that was socially distant from the upper class image of Burberry, 
and I tried to imagine how these young consumers had found their way to the 
brand.   
My interest in Burberry and its connections to an apparent polarity of class 
and age remained, and when in 2006 the company announced the closure 
of its production plant in the Rhondda Valley, this added another layer of 
complexity to Burberry’s story – one that involved industrial relations and brand 
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transparency, as press interest in the closure mounted, and the company was 
heavily scrutinised. That the plant was in Wales, homeland to both my mother 
and grandmother, both of whom used craft skills to make clothes and household 
textiles, tipped the balance for me, as this element formed a strong core of 
female pride, not only as a source of technical excellence, but one of thrift. 
Again, I tried to imagine the scenario, this time visualising what it meant for 
the largely female workforce in Treorchy to go from using complex craft skills 
to make high quality luxury garments, and how this might feel now they were 
no longer required, or paid, to make clothing and apparel, and had lost their 
livelihood.  
These elements were underpinned by a long history of family connections to 
fashion and textiles, and indeed within my own education where my first degree 
was in embroidery and my studio practice examined class structure through 
dress and textiles. Later on, my studio work and critical theory examined 
consumption practices, and I became more interested in textiles as political 
objects - an area of investigation that I carried through as a curator at London 
Printworks Trust.
However, it was during an oral history research project as part of my teaching 
qualification where I talked to my grandmother about lifelong learning that I 
came to understand the wealth of my family’s involvement within textile craft.  I 
knew that my grandmother had moved from Norway to Wales in the early 1920s 
and that she was the youngest child of twelve; I had been given many of her 
embroidered household textiles and woven blankets that to my teenage mind 
conjured an exquisite continental ‘otherness’, but what I didn’t know was that 
she had been subjected to stringent immigration laws on entering the UK that 
meant that she had to report to the police on a weekly basis, and failure to do 
so could result in imprisonment.  My grandmother had been taught craft skills, 
and particularly textile skills, by her mother and sisters, and had developed a 
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considerable ability at some of the finer embroidery work including Hardanger, 
a complex and beautiful all-white drawn thread technique. On moving to Wales, 
she was unable to understand the Welsh language, so used her textile skills in 
order to ease her integration into local women’s groups where spoken language 
was less important than a dazzling craft skill, and craft became part of what 
I describe as her ‘settlement’ language. Even as her Welsh, and later on her 
English language skills improved, her status as a skilled craftsperson remained 
and her learning carried on into adult life. 
My grandmother passed her skills on through her daughter (my mother), and 
they both spoke warmly about this special, women-only circle of excellence.  
My mother loved fashion from an early age, but living on a farm in rural Wales 
during the 1940s meant that, though far from impoverished, she lacked the 
financial means to buy clothes, but she also lacked access to fashionable 
clothing stores, so she started to make her own clothes using fabrics bought 
at the nearest local market in Cardigan. These were rare and special trips into 
‘town’, and she spoke of her sense of excitement as they were being planned. 
She also spoke of her sense of pride at being able to make a high quality pencil 
skirt from a yard of fabric; equally, she marveled at her mother’s ingenuity for 
making her school wear, and how she’d adapted some of them into clothes she 
eventually took to college. My mother was the very first person in her family to 
go onto higher education, and for her – even in the increasingly consumerist 
post-war era, this meant that her craft skill was intertwined with her intellectual 
capacity – and there was some pleasure in wearing expertly made clothes that 
were crafted at home. 
More than twenty years after completing the oral history work with my mother 
and grandmother, two key elements emerged when I began to consider the 
closure of the Treorchy plant in parallel to my family’s experience: one of ‘fitting 
in’, and one of thrift, and this led me to develop a curatorial project called ‘Can 
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Craft Make You Happy?’, which was funded by the Crafts Council, and allowed 
me to travel to Wales to develop primary research materials with some of the 
former machinists at the Burberry plant in Treorchy
‘Can Craft Make You Happy?’ examined what it was like to make clothing and 
apparel for the luxury fashion industry, while being unable to be a consumer 
in that sector. It considered issues around women’s labour, a sense of ‘thrift’, 
social structures in the workplace, and the reality of losing a job in an area 
of high unemployment, and this research essentially informed the empirical 
elements of my thesis. 
The footballing teens informed another large section of the thesis, that of the 
‘bad’ consumer. In 1998, I found the students to be engaged and creative and, 
at the time my only questions focused on why they’d selected Burberry as their 
uniform of choice, as at the time we were still some six years away from the 
miniature moral panic by the UK media, which linked working class Burberry 
consumers to lawlessness. 
These two real-life narratives formed the basis of my initial PhD enquiry, and 
over the course of my research, two further elements emerged, the nature of 
‘British-ness’, and how Burberry utilize ‘heritage’. But these cannot be separated 
from either labour or consumption, and throughout this thesis I show how each 
of these elements link to one another. 
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This thesis uses a range of methodologies that contribute to the increasingly 
interdisciplinary approach within social science, and also one that is in keeping 
with a rigorous interrogation of a single object. The methodologies I use 
help to build a rich narrative starting from Burberry’s beginning in 1856, and 
include interviews with factory workers, an examination of archive materials 
and historical government documents, image analysis of Burberry adverts and 
branding campaigns, and consumer responses from online resources and 
social media platforms. 
The text interrogates what Lash and Lury describe as ‘the life course of an 
object’ (2007: 16), which has seen the company move through key changes 
in retail dating back to the industrial revolution, through two World Wars, the 
Swinging Sixties, to what Olins (1978) describes as ‘new trading communities’ 
in the early 1970s, to the emergence of the information age in the late twentieth 
and early twenty first century. But more precisely, my research follows 
Burberry’s transformation from family owned company into a fully-fledged global 
brand and cultural object.  
The benefits of ‘following the object’ means that ‘this does not privilege or focus 
exclusively on one moment in an object’s life: its production, or its circulation in, 
for example, publicity and advertising, or its reception.’ (Lash and Lury, 2007: 
19) This has allowed me to take into account the changes that have happened 
around Burberry alongside changes the company has configured itself.  And, 
following Appadurai’s (1986) argument, it has exposed the social life around 
Burberry, both as a commodity and as a brand.  
A large proportion of my research falls between what Jenss (2016) describes as 
‘high fashion’ and its elite connotations, and everyday fashion practices using 
Chapter one 
Methodology
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‘ordinary’ or ‘humble’ clothes, as my primary focus is on the un-changing, super-
recognizable Nova check (now re-marketed as the ‘Haymarket’ check), seen on 
innumerable versions of the trench coat, scarf, handbag, and umbrella, but also 
on the baseball cap and zippered jacket, all of which are unaffected by seasonal 
change. 
Burberry isn’t ubiquitous, as Woodward (2007) argues blue jeans are, nor is it 
extraordinary; it isn’t ‘rarely worn’, but it can be described as ‘special’ clothing 
saved for particular occasions, which poses something of a dilemma, as 
Woodward points out  
‘Among fashion’s defining features are its ephemerality and its ‘mutability’ 
(Wilson, 1985: 58), which as a consequence, makes it difficult to grasp. 
Scholars of fashion are then faced with the methodological challenge 
of trying to research something that is perceived as immaterial and 
continually changing.’ (2016: 42) 
The vast majority of Burberry products are not ephemeral, nor does the 
brand continually change however the context within which it is seen is highly 
‘mutable’, and this impacts how the brand is perceived within the public domain. 
For example, Daniel Miller argues that ‘stuff’ such as clothes, ‘conceive these 
primarily as signs or symbols that ‘represent’, for example, the status of the 
wearer.’ (Jenss, 2016: 22) and so methods to unearth ‘the status of the wearer’ 
need to be context specific ‘…as the garment cannot be analyzed separately 
from the wearer’. (Woodward, 2016: 53) 
I have examined Burberry as an object of material culture however this throws 
up some methodological challenges, as Jenss argues 
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‘Understanding fashion as a form of material culture has methodological 
implications: it involves not only the examination of fashion and dress as 
material objects, or through object-based research, [but it also involves 
the exploration of material practices, for example what people do with 
material things, what things do with people, and how they relate to each 
other]’ (2016: 21-22)
As much of my research involves class and gender, these form substantial 
elements of material practices, for example, the use of ‘luxury’ garments by 
working class consumers, an issue I examine through public comments on 
social media. 
To better understand Burberry in a holistic sense, I have divided the text into 
distinct but interlocking areas: street interviews and social research, textual 
analysis, oral history, archive research, and image deconstruction. 
Street interviews 
The early years of my empirical research were characterized by largely 
unsuccessful attempts to interview Burberry wearers through two long-winded 
approaches. The first method was to place specially designed postcards in 
shop windows in Lewisham, Greenwich, Deptford, and Brixton; I chose these 
locations as I was familiar with the geographic areas, and I was in close 
proximity to respondents who either lived or worked in these areas (and which 
is why I chose not to advertise in Loot or on Gumtree). The sites were in places 
where Burberry advertised one of their signature fragrances (Burberry Brit) 
primarily on JC Decaux bus shelters, and they were also in areas of mixed local 
economies, where working class residential areas were bordered by middle 
class homes. However the email and phone responses I received (which were 
few in number) didn’t tell me much about the consumer, and respondents were 
reluctant to meet in person, rendering the measures I’d taken to be in close 
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geographical proximity null and void.  
Following this was an attempt to interview people wearing Burberry, which took 
the form of street interviews where I spoke to and photographed consumers, 
using the remaining hand-produced postcards as a way of introducing myself. 
This stage of research was conducted over a month-long period in Lewisham’s 
Riverdale shopping centre, and in the streets around Burberry’s flagship 
store in London’s Mayfair. I chose these sites as I imagined they would give 
me a ‘balanced’ picture of working-class consumption alongside choices of 
an economic elite, however the people I stopped to speak to in Lewisham 
were mainly middle class consumers or school age children who couldn’t be 
interviewed without parental support, and in Mayfair the interviews I conducted 
were primarily with tourists visiting the city.  None of the interviewees were 
interested (nor perhaps believed in the credibility) of my offer to stage an 
exhibition of their images as a reward for their participation. 
Although both methods were somewhat unproductive, I had succeeded in 
locating consumers who were happy to answer my questions, which initially 
focused on the life history of their garments, for example I asked about their 
first Burberry purchase: where was it bought, and who bought it? Did they 
have particular memories wearing it? What attracted them to Burberry? What 
qualities did they think it projected, and did they, as Judith Williamson (1978) 
argues ‘see themselves’ in the brand? Did they plan to buy more? Did their 
friends, family or colleagues wear Burberry?  Though Sophie Woodward argues 
that ‘adopting life history interviews proved a useful strategy in getting people 
to talk’ (2016: 51), I found that this method was constricted by time, and a 
sense of awkwardness by the person being interviewed as my inexperience 
at interviewing meant that the questions were exactingly laid out in advance, 
and didn’t allow for any divergence into other, potentially more exciting areas of 
investigation, nor for any interactions with other like-minded consumers. 
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Fashion research within a sociological framework has many precedents, and 
unlike my own person-to-person interviews, ‘Fashion Map’ (2001), a long-
term empirical research project at Nottingham Trent University, successfully 
documented fashion as it was produced and presented on the street. Fashion 
Map has been described as a ‘mass observation’ project, however its aim 
of documenting fashion in terms of how individuals or groups manage to 
differentiate themselves from the mainstream differed from my objective of 
singling out consumers wearing one particular brand as a form of collective 
identity. 
The ‘wardrobe inventory’ has been viewed as a legitimate method of gaining 
access to what is essentially a private and intimate site, and certainly Frédéric 
Le Play’s (1862) ‘Instruction sur le méthode d’observation’ (which Diana Crane 
(2000) details in ‘Fashion and its Social Agendas’) shows how he used multiple 
teams of people to make inventories of working class and middle class men’s 
and women’s wardrobes in rural and urban France during the nineteenth 
century, carefully detailing individual items and cost.  Le Play’s intent mirrors 
my own, as he sought to identify any gender or class differences in consumer 
choice and behavior of these groups, however his focus on the urban and rural 
took his research in different direction. 
Though Jenss argues that research has moved away from these binary forms of 
thinking that ‘have been at the heart of the history of fashion in euro-modernity’ 
(2016: 3), there is still a need to examine the fashion practices of working class 
and middle class consumers, and to consider gendered consumer practices. 
For example, in Sophie Woodward’s (2007) ethnographic study, she focuses 
on how women choose clothes in ‘Why Women Wear What They Wear’, and 
shows a more inclusive approach to wardrobe analysis. Woodward’s study sees 
the sociologist observing women as they dress, in private at home, starting with 
a ‘wardrobe interview’, however unlike Le Play, she invited interaction and a 
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narrative or ‘life story’ about each item, asking participants to “tell me about it” 
(2016: 46), rendering the ‘wardrobe story’ as a more balanced and equitable 
account. 
Emily Spivack’s wornstories.com (2010) examines the role of fashion in 
everyday lives and memories, however she doesn’t explicitly distinguish gender, 
and her site moves between features on more mundane clothing items including 
t-shirts, knitwear, boots, socks and sweatshirts, to privileging the extraordinary, 
for example a custom-made outfit for an artist showing at the Whitney Biennale.
Though all of these case studies offer creative and engaging methodologies, 
none of these research projects had the strict focus of a single brand, which left 
me to develop a hybrid multi-disciplinary approach.  
Social Research 
My attempts at fieldwork were abandoned in favour of textual analysis where 
an examination into online commentaries on bulletin boards and via social 
media proved to be far more useful as they gave me a strong platform on 
which to build an image of contemporary consumerism with a specific focus 
on Burberry. Though ethnographers argue that ‘being there’, face-to-face with 
research subjects is the ideal methodological approach I found that using online 
resources gave me access to a wide range and greater number of consumers, 
which meant that the scale of my research could be widened, while still keeping 
a focus on Burberry. 
The sites I chose ranged from consumer review platforms (for example 
reviewcentre.com), online hate-speech forums e.g. chavscum.co.uk, to 
those representing authority figures, including policespecials.com.  I also 
included comments by high profile pro-fox hunting figure Isaac Ferry on the 
Real Countryside Alliance site (realca.co.uk) because of Ferry’s connection 
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to Burberry, when he worked as a model for the brand during their 150th 
anniversary celebrations. 
Some sites came into my sightline after an internet search using key words 
‘hate Burberry’, including secularcafe.org, which aims to provide a ‘support 
forum for secular lifestyles and issues’ and to stimulate ‘intellectual debate 
and discussion forums on politics, world events, human rights, philosophy and 
morality’. Despite the site’s noble aims, the comments with a focus on Burberry 
descended into hate-speech, and were characteristic of the negative and class-
based discussions elsewhere on the Internet.  
On a more positive note, searching for ‘love Burberry’ gave me consumer 
comments from Twitter, Instagram, Facebook, Google+, Pinterest, YouTube, 
The Sartorialist, and from Burberry’s own social networking campaign, ‘Burberry 
with Love’. This gave me access to a primarily young network of global 
consumers who ‘elaborated’ the brand via their interwoven stories surrounding 
the models, the gifts, the music, and the images chosen by Burberry. 
The beauty of comments from online sources is that they are unprompted by the 
interviewer, and in some cases, for example on chavscum.co.uk and the realca.
co.uk, they are unregulated and un-edited, as the sites don’t have an appointed 
moderator. This methodology allowed me to examine materials within the public 
domain over a wide range of sites, and meant that my own agenda and focus of 
my questions didn’t get in the way of consumer comments, allowing the findings 
to lead the research. 
It demonstrated that Burberry consumers are able to articulate their feelings 
– how the brand makes them feel special or noticeable, or how it induces 
envy amongst their friends, families or neighbours. The negative comments 
demonstrate the widespread ‘sameness’ of criticism: that working class 
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consumption of the brand brings it into disrepute, and that working class women 
wearing the brand are widely viewed as ‘tasteless’. 
 
This methodology also helped me to unearth several case studies including 
loyal Burberry fan, Legs from Leeds, a working class woman who buys the 
brand for herself and her two grandsons as a way of ‘distinguishing’ herself 
and her family within her neighbourhood. Legs from Leeds is candid about 
her life and her feelings towards Burberry, and it is unlikely that this would 
have happened within an interview, as I would have shied away from asking 
questions about some of the highly personal issues she brings to the surface 
during her recommendation of the brand on reviewcentre.com. Similarly, the 
character of ‘Oldfart’, who also appears on the Review Centre site, and who 
challenges Legs from Leeds, but does so from a position of anonymity, which 
frees him to write without care of consequence and enables him to fully engage 
with his anger.  Though it may have been possible for this type of exchange to 
occur within, for example, a focus group setting, the level of Oldfart’s vitriol was 
perhaps more pronounced, as he was anonymous.  
The exposure of Isaac Ferry would have been difficult to achieve without the aid 
of online commentary, as access to him is highly restricted, however his private 
email message un-masks his personal feelings towards anti-hunt campaigners, 
and has become a trophy for The Real Countryside Alliance. 
Oral History 
Oral history, or the re-telling of stories was an important methodological element 
within my empirical research, especially in connection to interviews and 
conversations with some of the former Burberry machinists.  Here, the face-to-
face interview took on an important ethnographical role that couldn’t have been 
replicated in any other way, but it too presented a number of challenges, not 
least talking to people about loss. 
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Christina Moon’s (2016) ethnography uncovers what the fashion industry would 
look like if it were described through the narratives, social relationships, and 
practices of fashion workers, and though it took place in New York and involved 
workers who had migrated from China and Korea, there are links to my own 
research in Wales, particularly amongst manual workers.  Moon acknowledges 
that undertaking face-to-face interviews necessitates ‘all sorts of awkward and 
intimidating interactions and encounters’ (2016: 69), where the researcher has 
to acknowledge their own subjective position, and where ‘data collection’ takes 
on a more personal quality. Moon also acknowledges the ‘muddy’ conditions 
of fieldwork, and she questions how methodology would guide her though ‘the 
fragmented pieces of ‘data’ presented by people, their non-linear stories, the 
scattering of their memories and various social histories, narratives that I would 
collect in the most haphazard ways’. (2016: 70) 
This sense of ‘fragmentation’ is also found in Natalya Buckel’s (2013) ‘Feedsack 
Fashion’ essay, where she documents collective memories of home-sewn 
fashions within working class communities in Ashe County, North Carolina in 
depression-era America. Buckel argues that oral history interviews brought a 
new depth to her research work:  
‘Personal recollections reveal attitudes about dress that cannot be gained 
through object-based research and provide a narrative through which to 
explore broader social and cultural forms.’ (2013: 144) 
Though Moon (2016) and Buckel (2013) find that the oral history interview is 
an effective method of digging deep, and Sandino argues that interviews seem 
to ‘offer insights or stories unavailable by other means. In tandem with oral 
history, which also seeks to uncover hidden, marginalized aspects of the past, 
the interview appears to privilege firsthand narratives and experience.’ (2013: 
1) However, the interview also presents some challenges, and questions of 
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subjectivity can arise as personal connections sometimes lead researchers to 
their subjects. Moon describes her findings as showing ‘not objective systems 
or totalities, but particular viewings, personal implications and entanglements of 
my own and of the subjects I spent time with.’ (2016: 80) This can be seen as 
problematic, however Sandino confronts this paradox and argues that 
‘Nevertheless, fidelity and subjectivity should be seen as complementary 
rather than as oppositional because subjectivity is the means by which 
‘individuals express their own sense of themselves in history.’’ (Portelli, 
1991: ix, cited in Sandino, 2013: 7) 
My research methods relied a great deal on relationships, some of my own and 
others that were developed over the course of my research. The GMB union 
was my initial source of information, and they became important gatekeepers 
to my primary sources, former Burberry employees in Treorchy. The GMB 
engineered my first meeting with the employees in March 2008, when they 
invited me to a reunion marking one year since the plant at Treorchy had been 
shut down. My invitation to the event was last minute and unexpected, but the 
event effectively opened the door to some of the key individuals involved in the 
protests against the plant closure, and it was here that GMB organizer Mervyn 
Burnett introduced me to Joan Young, a former Shop Steward and machinist at 
the Burberry plant. 
Joan’s introduction to the town that weekend left a lasting impression on me, 
and was itself a classic case of a ‘personal and subjective viewing’ arrived at 
through someone I spent time with.  Nonetheless, her exhaustive dialogue as 
we traversed the small town resembled a kind of ‘witnessing’, the type that 
is more usually associated with a war crimes tribunal, or as Sandino puts it, 
‘the ‘testimony’ here refers to the representation of what has been lost or has 
vanished’ (2013: 2), which in this case was Joan’s description of what the 
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Burberry closure meant to her, her former colleagues, and to the town itself.  
Over the summer of 2008, I went back to Treorchy and interviewed three more 
former employees, using a set of twelve Burberry advertisements dating from 
World War One and up to ‘The Beat Goes On’ advertising campaign from 
Spring-Summer 2008, as a basis for our initial conversations.  These interviews 
were smoother than my attempts in Lewisham and Mayfair, as they took place 
in some comfort indoors; they were pre-arranged to suit the interviewee, and 
were digitally recorded.  I spoke to the women about the portfolio of Burberry 
images, and if they felt any connection between their former jobs and the 
narratives laid out in the advertisements. There was some recognition of the 
older images, and two of the machinists recalled being asked to make mock-ups 
of clothing worn by ‘an Artic explorer’ for an exhibition ‘somewhere’, however 
they couldn’t recall the job in more detail as it was simply an instruction from 
management.  
Most felt unconnected to the newer images, including those dating from the 
150th anniversary of the company in 2006, though they triggered a certain 
recognition as they had been displayed on the factory site, however any 
recognition had been a learned process as most of the women I spoke to didn’t 
initially recognize Kate Moss, or indeed any of the other high profile models in 
the campaign. Moss in particular attracted criticism, and one machinist argued 
that Burberry ‘had paid out all that money, and she had money anyway’. Other 
feelings of frustration emerged as a result of this particular methodology, 
including an overriding feeling that the brand operated on a ‘different 
wavelength’ and didn’t appear to think along the same lines as a majority of the 
workforce, which though typical for any large organization, particularly a fashion 
company, nonetheless highlights the disparity between brand image and the 
skilled labour behind the label.  
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I also asked questions about their time at the factory, their starting age, what 
sections they worked in, and what they were employed to do. We discussed 
regime changes, firstly after sister company Polikoff pulled out of the Treorchy 
plant and Burberry formerly took over in the late 1980s, and secondly as a 
result of incoming CEO, Angela Ahrendts in 2006, who, despite her status at the 
top of the company, was highly visible to the workforce situated at the bottom. 
In this instance, the interview provided ‘the circumstance and opportunity for 
retrospective reflection, and as a means of closing the gap between the self-
that-was, the current speaking self, and the projected self.’ (Sandino, 2013: 3) 
Historians argue that one cannot talk about history while it is happening, so the 
‘retrospective reflection’ of undertaking an oral history interview that took into 
account the past, the present, and the future, became a form of ‘testimony’. As 
Sandino eloquently argues 
‘Interviewees know more about their lives than does the interviewer, and 
through their use of descriptive passages, narrators ‘construct’ stories in 
order to represent the past. They too become historians, not just in terms 
of their recollection of past events in order to feed the historian [but as 
creators of meaning about those events]’ (2013: 11) 
In addition to ‘creating meaning’ from the closure, the interviews also helped 
draw out more positive feelings, and all of the women I spoke to acknowledged, 
sometimes grudgingly, that they felt more assertive and in control, and that the 
struggle to keep the plant open had made them stand up for themselves and 
break out of their usual reticence. 
These conversations became the basis for an application to the Crafts Council’s 
‘Spark Plug’ curator award, which funded Research and Development for 
innovative curatorial initiatives, and I was awarded funding to develop ‘Can Craft 
Make You Happy?’ specifically with former Burberry employees. As part of this 
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project, I intended to run three embroidery workshops, and considered hiring 
the Parc & Dare Working Men’s Institute in Treorchy, as this was considered an 
appropriate setting for ‘learning’, for example most evening classes were run 
from there, and it was home to the local amateur dramatic group. However, I 
decided instead to approach Joan Young to ask if she would consider hosting 
the sessions at her house. The lack of an ‘institutional’ context, and certainly 
a less overtly masculine setting allowed the women the feel more relaxed and 
less like they were being formally interviewed: the familiar domestic setting, 
and the collective activity for ‘Can Craft Make You Happy?’ encouraged the 
stories to flow, and the informal environment inspired them to tell stories of their 
working lives at the factory. 
Although this wasn’t the classic ‘deep’ ethnographic study, where the researcher 
spends upwards of one year on-site, observing and working alongside 
employees in the workplace, as Sallie Westwood (1984) did in the classic 
‘All Day Every Day’ which examined factory life in a hosiery production plant, 
nonetheless it gave me and artist Bedwyr Williams a clear insight into the 
functions and non-functioning elements of life in the Burberry production plant. 
It also helped to make a space for idiosyncratic stories, and both Williams and 
I were struck by one narrative in particular, one that concerned the quantity 
of Burberry ‘gifts’ – handbags, umbrellas, shirts etc., given to employees at 
Christmas time, but which now lie un-used and un-loved, in multiple under-
stairs cupboards throughout Treorchy and its environs, as a sense of ‘thrift’ was 
so strong, it prevented them from simply being thrown away. Yet their loathing 
towards these inanimate objects produced a potent affect that rendered the 
goods redundant, an issue examined by Banim and Guy (2001) who looked 
at clothes people keep but no longer wear in terms of a typology of former, 
current and aspirational selves. But where Banim and Guy examined issues 
including worries about weight, or dressing for work, my study examined the 
toxicity of clothes and accessories, where the Nova check pattern had become 
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politicized, and was no longer palatable. These stories led to an unexpected 
outcome that emerged over the course of our study: we found that the gap 
between ‘researcher’ and ‘research subject’ shrank, as these highly personal 
entanglements pulled both Williams and I into memories of garment histories.
Archives 
My focus on a historic clothing company necessitated the use of archives 
throughout my research, and these ranged from Burberry’s own ‘archive’ on 
London’s Haymarket, the Chilcomb House archive at Hampshire Museum 
Services, the University of Worcester’s Kay’s Catalogue archive, verbatim 
records of debates within the UK Parliament on Hansard, to what Savage 
(2010) describes as ‘the-internet-as-archive’. Added to these sources were 
press materials detailing the closure of the Treorchy plant belonging to Joan 
Young, and to the GMB. 
Personal recommendation and networks developed as part of my study actively 
shaped my research, and gave me access to differing cultures, politics, and 
viewpoints, and the materials I examined ranged from business expenses, to 
aspects of material culture. Some documents were kept for legal purposes, 
and others as reminders of ‘the past’; some archival documents were freely 
given, for example the press cuttings of the Treorchy closure; some were 
publically available, for example access to the Kay’s Catalogue archive site and 
to Hansard; and others, including access to Chilcomb House, were negotiated 
through professional art historian contacts, some at Chelsea College of Art, and 
others at the V&A. Access to the Burberry archive took many years to achieve, 
as I was turned down on multiple occasions through a wide range of corporate 
offices, but I was eventually introduced to Burberry’s ‘archivist’, David Quelch, 
by the Keeper of Dress and Textiles at Hampshire Museum Services, Alison 
Carter. 
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The negotiations at Burberry affected my research experience, as it proved so 
difficult to access their collections, mirroring Foucault’s argument that archives 
are ‘monuments to particular configurations of power’ (Foucault, 1975, cited 
in Burton: 2006: 6) which help to form a real sense of exclusion. The impact 
of this exclusion meant that over time I developed an over-fertile vision of 
what the Burberry archive would look like: I imagined its pungency, the haptic 
clarity of handling cottons, silks and luxurious wool fabrics from its endless 
and magnificent collections of dresses, hats, coats, breeches, and smocks 
stretching back to 1856.  I had a clear vision of complete collections of historical 
catalogues, serried rows of books containing copies of all its advertisements in 
date order. Of course, what I actually encountered was far from this romantic 
vision, and the ‘archive’ was nothing like I had imagined, a situation that Gieger 
et al confront, arguing that ‘… even reflexive and interpretive sociologists are 
not immune to the fantasy of the complete archive, and absolute access to 
the truth and this forms part of the resistance to the creation of a sociological 
archive, that it can never be complete, that it will always be a site of loss and 
failure’ (2010: 7).
Quelch’s rooms were in the basement of a building in London’s Haymarket, 
opposite their original store. He had been appointed as keeper of the archive 
after his retirement as Director of sister company, the Scotch House. This was 
a new and part-time post, and Quelch battled against the odds of re-building 
the company’s records, as they had kept relatively little of its past, and I was 
surprised at his request to “buy any historical Burberry products you see on 
e-Bay” with an assurance that he’d pay me back straightaway. 
I’d planned my visit in detail: I expressly wanted to see copies of press adverts 
dating back to the start of the business, however I was disappointed to see that 
what the company had in abundance were a series of boxes containing mass-
produced leaflets for the company from the 1940s and 50s detailing small-
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scale regional outlets where Burberry could be purchased, but nonetheless I 
dutifully photocopied them. Despite this setback, I successfully unearthed a 
few intriguing documents including an advert from the New York Times in 1970 
showing ‘Sherlock Holmes’ descend from a helicopter on a roof-top helipad 
wearing a classic Burberry trench coat, and an advertising quote recommending 
Burberry from transatlantic aviator, Sir John Alcock in 1919. Despite these 
finds, my initial plans had been derailed, and I experienced a bodily sense of 
disappointment at the non-archive at Burberry: what I’d imagined and planned 
for did not exist, and I had to re-align my plans in the moment. 
Quelch invited me to visit the archive again, and though his offer was generous, 
my access to this archive was short-term, as he died shortly after our first 
meeting, and what Burton describes as ‘the bureaucratic nature of archival 
encounters, and the ways in which the administrative apparatus of archives 
can limit the stories that are told’ (2006: 11), again enveloped my research. My 
archive fever stemmed not from an anxiety concerning the ethics of the archive, 
but from a lack of archive, a paradoxical state of affairs given that Burberry now 
rely so heavily on the archive as a central design direction. 
At the outset of my research project, I was unaware of the archive at Chilcomb 
House, part of the Hampshire Museum Services in Winchester, however 
after giving a lecture to undergraduates at Chelsea College of Art, the Head 
of Theory suggested I contact them to arrange a visit. Access to Chilcomb 
House proved to be more straightforward, nevertheless, the archive itself was 
in a relatively inaccessible site, and could only be comfortably reached by car 
or taxi, which meant that visits had to be planned meticulously in advance. 
However, unlike the Burberry archive, it was significantly more substantial and 
housed some of the garments I’d been dreaming about, but I still had a sense 
that calling it an ‘archive’ was perhaps a bit overblown – even with the addition 
of garments, as the main body of the collection comprised a series of boxes 
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into which museum staff had placed company papers, adverts, brochures, 
letters, and photographs, a taxonomy that didn’t always make sense, but one 
that nonetheless reflected my research at this stage – that is, incomplete and 
developmental, and one that made me yearn for a more ‘complete’ resource. 
My gatekeeper to this archive was Alison Carter, the Senior Keeper of Art, 
Design, Dress and Textiles for Hampshire. Carter allowed me free reign across 
the archive, and my days there were characterized by a highly disciplined 
approach that maximized the time constraints brought on by the necessity of 
catching an off-peak train from London to Winchester, and I was aware that this 
privileged access was granted because I was a trusted figure in a relationship 
that had been mediated and brokered though my professional standing. I was 
also aware that the archive had been created by the people I worked amongst 
at Chilcomb House, which tempered my disappointment somewhat, as it 
became clear that these historians would spend many, many years constructing 
this collection. 
The collection at Chilcomb House was not a digitized archive, and travel 
constraints notwithstanding, I was happy to have access to original fabrics and 
clothes, however the online resources offered by both Kay’s Catalogue and 
Hansard records meant that I was able to easily access important information 
without the need to broker a relationship, nor apply for permissions. And while 
Gieger et al argues that although 
‘…some suggest that the internet will never become “more than a place 
to begin and end the research journey” (Sentilles 2005: 155), and that the 
internet cannot replace the laborious process of research whether in the 
field collecting information, interviewing subjects or visiting archives or 
organised depositories of documents and artefacts.’ (2010: 8-9)
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I was, however appreciative of the digitized content offered by the University 
of Worcester’s ‘worldofkays.org’ archive, though it differed enormously from 
both the Burberry and the Chilcomb House archives. However, the use of web 
2.0 technologies necessitated ‘a re-thinking of the archive, making it a subject 
of social and historical inquiry’ (Gieger et al, 2010: 9), and, not unnaturally, it 
was the University of Worcester’s own particular understanding and frame of 
reference that informed the direction and focus of this particular ‘social and 
historical’ inquiry. Ostensibly, the ‘worldofkays.org’ research project seemed to 
offer innumerable possibilities for examining the impact of catalogue shopping 
in context to Burberry (which had been sold through Kay’s up until 2001), but 
because the site is designed to deliver information on the history of fashion 
and female body image through images taken from Kay’s Catalogue between 
1920 and 1990, it never quite lived up to this potential. The ‘search’ function 
didn’t trigger any specific Burberry images, none of my emails asking questions 
specifically about Burberry were answered, and there was no dedicated phone 
line.  However, as the site went live in 2011, funding limitations may have 
impacted staffing levels to field enquiries.  Ironically, however there was a postal 
address in order to request access to the Kay’s collection in person, indicating a 
retreat from the digital back into a more familiar site of enquiry. 
The Hansard site, however, proved to be more successful and despite 
emanating from the state, there was a total absence of bureaucracy involved 
in accessing the site. The accurate search function gave me access to an 
abundant source of information, and a political, social and economic context 
for why Burberry had been the focus of Parliamentary debate. This wasn’t 
what Antoinette Burton describes as a ‘yearning for and seduction by the past’ 
(2006: 10) that she argues is at the heart of archival encounters, but a powerful 
objective and verifiable exposé of Burberry’s employment tactics during World 
War One. 
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Image Deconstruction 
Images formed an important element of my research, especially those that 
Burberry used as part of their advertising campaigns, and image deconstruction 
was a major methodological component in understanding Burberry in both a 
historical and a contemporary sense. 
As Burberry co-existed alongside the nascent British advertising industry, this 
particular methodology was a useful way of ‘reading’ Burberry as far back as 
Great War, and I use Baudrillard’s (1968) theory of sign values as a way of 
understanding how Burberry arrived at some its early marketing decisions.  
But image deconstruction is also an effective method of tracking changes to the 
way the company sells itself to consumers in contemporary markets, and the 
advert, as opposed the fashion editorial, is a perfect record of how the company 
wishes to be seen, as it is in control of every aspect of the image. It can be 
used to detect internal company changes, for example by examining campaigns 
immediately before and after Burberry appointed an external CEO in the mid-
1990s, where we see the overall company aesthetic change from comfortable, 
middle-aged and conservative into one selling a privileged but hip lifestyle. And 
it can be used to trace external forces, for example in the wake of the worldwide 
financial crisis in 2008, when Burberry went ‘back to the land’ for their Spring-
Summer 2009 advertising campaign that took place in Petersham Nurseries.  
Image deconstruction as a social science methodology encompasses more 
than representation: Judith Williamson (1978) argues that they reflect social 
developments and shifts in media self-consciousness, and this method 
highlighted the rare instances where Burberry fell behind other more 
sophisticated, more ‘knowing’ advertisers. As Williamson argues
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‘Each era likes to think it has moved on, and this is built on the very 
structure of advertising: ads must always appear up to date, as new 
products must constantly appear to supersede old ones.’ (1978: iv)
So where in some adverts from the 1930s Burberry is seen to be distant from 
other clothing and apparel retailers who have embraced a more glamorous 
lifestyle, their fashion advertisements can be used as a barometer for internal 
change as this era marked a change in leadership at Burberry after the death of 
its founder, and the company momentarily lost its way. 
Ultimately, however Williamson argues that advertisements attach meaning to 
product, and using sign values is an effective way of understanding advertising 
images, but she also points out that 
‘…what an advertisement ‘says’ is merely what it claims to say; it is part 
of the deceptive mythology of advertising to believe that an advertisement 
is simply a transparent vehicle for a ‘message’ behind it.’ (1978: 17) 
Selecting which images to use proved more problematic as there were 
thousands to choose from, each with something different to ‘say’. The choice 
was relatively straightforward with older advertisements, as they primarily 
confined themselves to appealing to an aristocratic elite, one in which Barthes 
(1967) argued that there was a social need for the aristocracy to distinguish 
itself from the bourgeoisie, where ‘soldiering’, following Veblen’s (1899) 
argument, was considered to be a high status, non-productive occupation. 
However, in more contemporary markets, where the appeal was much more 
diffuse, this proved to be a more challenging selection, yet paradoxically a richer 
area to mine as the complexities of model casting practices, story-boarding, 
venue selection, and image production all competed for attention, and were 
sometimes not as cohesive as Burberry had intended.   
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Anthropologist Stephanie Sadre-Orafai (2016) points out there is a relatively 
long tradition of deconstructing the messages, meanings and codes of 
commercial fashion images stretching from Barthes (1967), to Goffman (1979) 
to Williamson (1978), however she brings new knowledge to the area of 
image production after an ethnographic study of model casting, where issues 
of ‘whiteness’ and existing levels of exposure count in a model’s favour. Or 
more straightforwardly, for Black and Asian models, who are already under-
represented in contemporary fashion both in editorial and advertising shoots, 
there is less chance of them being cast because they are less well-known, 
and the agencies that represent them have less ‘backstory’ to sell to clients. 
Certainly, using this methodology shows how Burberry use an existing narrative 
of whiteness in both Kate Moss and Stella Tennant, both of whom have an 
impressive back-catalogue of stories that their agencies use to sell them to 
clients. Burberry also co-develops stories with for example, British Vogue, that 
then reinforces a meta-narrative about both British Vogue and Burberry, but also 
Kate Moss and Stella Tennant.  Though Burberry has cast other, sometimes 
less well known models, there is no sense that these models move away from 
the archetype described by Sadre-Orafai. 
Ultimately, however Burberry adhere to Susan Sontag’s argument that 
‘furnishing this world with a duplicate one of images, photography makes us 
feel that the world is more available to us that it really is.’ (1977: 24) And it is 
this unceasing, standardized, global availability that forms the core of Burberry’s 
contemporary branding campaigns. 
The use of all these single methodologies would have worked in isolation, 
however the combined force of using them in conjunction with one another has 
created a powerful three hundred and sixty degree examination into Burberry. 
Putting these differing methods together gave me an ability to see multiple 
perspectives and to build a considerably bigger picture from different positions. 
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Burberry is arguably one of Britain’s most legendary fashion companies, and 
although it is widely covered and largely applauded in the financial press 
and fashion media, very little has been written about it from a theoretical 
perspective. The brand has attracted global media coverage and is seen by 
some as the quintessential British brand, and the acme of business models, 
particularly in connection to its new media output (see Smith 2013, Shin 2012, 
Clark 2012, Moore and Birtwistle 2004). It has attracted coverage in media 
outlets ranging from British Vogue, the New York Times, CNBC, Marketing 
Magazine, to CrowdMedia.co.uk, but what is rarely discussed is the social and 
cultural impact of the brand over its long history. 
Burberry self-published ‘Concerning Winter Sport’, with an introduction by EH 
Wroughton, in 1925, and the company were involved in the V&A’s ‘The Burberry 
Story’ (1989), curated by respected lecturer and craft critic, Margot Coatts. 
Coatts examined Burberry’s technological and business development over the 
course of its history however this exhibition essentially turned into a PR event 
for the company, who used the V&A site, and Coatts herself, to increase the 
‘value’ of the company by aligning it to these elite sources.   
One notable exception of extant work is Jane Tynan’s (2011) critical 
examination of the Burberry trench coat in First World War Britain, where she 
examines the impact of volume production of officer-class uniform on the 
military body, and argues that adverts produced by Burberry suggested that 
their protective clothing could create active bodies for war work and that these 
figures embodied the ‘militarization’ of the British home front during war time. 
She also argues that the design of Burberry’s trench coat updated the military 
body by combining aspects of sporting leisurewear with what she describes as 
new concepts of war work. 
Chapter two 
Literature Review
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Tynan’s research notwithstanding, there is a substantial gap in the literature 
in which to interrogate Burberry from multiple perspectives, including its 
business models, design development, production expertise, and consumer 
demographics, and to examine its transformation from family owned company 
into global brand and cultural object.  The thesis looks at Burberry’s history and 
cultural identity in both national and international contexts, examining the ways 
in which the company constructs its own specialist vernacular in areas including 
British-ness, heritage, and labour. It also considers how in recent years the 
company has sometimes fallen prey to the intricacies of the British class 
system, which has led to instances of contested consumption.  
The literature review is divided into four key elements: Britishness, heritage, 
labour and consumption and all these elements interlink to form the essential 
dynamism of the contemporary brand. 
British-ness 
My research into British-ness can be situated alongside Alice Dallabona’s 
(2014) work on ‘Italianicity’ and national identity, where she examines narratives 
of Italian craftsmanship within the luxury fashion industry. Dallabona argues 
that luxury fashion brands contribute to a process of constructing myths 
around national identity through the use of powerful images, primarily through 
advertisement campaigns and promotional films. 
Dallabona shows how ideas of national identity using elements of tourism 
(brochures, guides, and leaflets), literature, movies, and news media that 
‘are neither natural nor obvious, but constructions whose strength does not 
lie in their accuracy’ (2014: 223) which at Burberry can be seen in campaigns 
featuring, for example working class Pearly Kings and Queens, or well-heeled 
‘Sloane’ shoplifters, which though unarguably ‘constructions’ of national identity, 
are neither natural nor obvious.  Dallabona also argues that national identity is 
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not a fixed entity, ‘but a conglomeration of different traits, a mutable and fuzzy 
entity, that allow enough diversification for brands to pick and choose the most 
appropriate characteristics for their ends’ (2014: 222), which at Burberry takes 
the form of a radical divergence of British identity as patrician and eccentric, 
while simultaneously appearing as party-loving and cool. 
I extend Goodrum’s research on versions of British-ness, with particular focus 
on her argument that ‘British fashion and the quintessentially British aristocratic 
look based on huntin’, shootin’ and fishin’’ (2005: 129), an aesthetic that she 
argues is now over, against her position that ‘class aspiration is promoted 
as a key value-adding characteristic in the selling of British fashion and in 
British fashion exports’ (2005: 129), to show how Burberry carefully use these 
apparently paradoxical positions, for example in their use of private parkland 
and the ancestral homes of some of the hip young models that appear in the 
brands’ advertising campaigns, where desire and aspiration is built around 
exclusivity and exclusion. 
At its polar opposite, Wemyss (2009) work on white discourse, tolerance and 
belonging is used to interrogate a Burberry campaign featuring the classically 
British, but working class figures of the Pearly King and Queen, which, like 
many of the characters in Burberry campaigns, are highly context specific: what 
might be seen as ‘whimsical’ in the US, are seen as intimately entwined with 
working class culture in the UK, and are widely viewed as lacking value. 
The notion of British-ness as being context specific can be seen in relation 
to Bolton’s (2006) text in ‘AngloMania’, where he examines ‘tradition and 
transgression’ in British fashion, but does so from a European and US 
perspective. Similarly, the products, discourses and narratives associated 
with luxury fashion can influence what Davey argues are popular notions of 
‘Italianess, Frenchness, and Britishness’ (1999: 121) and that it is irrelevant 
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whether these ideas of national identity emerge from within the boundaries of 
the country concerned, or outside of them, a conclusion also drawn by Edensor 
who argues that ‘the production of national identity can also occur outside of the 
nation state’. (2002: 144)  
Billig’s (1995) research is used to examine the international attraction of what 
he describes as a form of non-extreme, quiet nationalism that at Burberry 
largely focuses on British heritage. However I also use Billig’s argument to show 
how this quietness is sometimes contradicted by Burberry’s own choices, as 
in parallel to selling ideas of British-ness through images of souvenir London 
landmarks and the aristocracy, the brand also uses scenes that include 
shoplifting, street fighting, drunkenness, and criminal behaviour, both explicitly 
through scenarios in its advertising campaigns, and implicitly through its choice 
of models, which veer from white working class, to convicted members of the 
social elite.  
The declining sense of nationalism is explored through Skey’s (2011) work, 
where he questions the need for a national identity in terms of the growing 
importance of globalization; I show how a British profile continues to matter at 
Burberry, witnessed through a struggle to retain a ‘Made in Britain’ status, but 
also to consumers living outside Britain, as this gives the brand an opportunity 
to sell an idealized national discourse and for making British-ness significant in 
a contemporary, global market. 
Colley’s (1999) work on the contradictory nature of British identity, and the drift 
from a local to a global identity is used to reflect Burberry’s sense of nationhood 
conjured via the brand’s marketing campaigns, which contain images as diverse 
as ancient rural pathways, weavers cottages in urban London, hip and edgy 
nightclubs, and hen night preparations, which largely fulfills her sense of Britain 
as an ‘asymmetrical, composite state’ containing a range of radically different 
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but undeveloped allegiances, a position that supports Hall’s argument that 
national identity is ‘never complete, always in process.’ (1990: 222)  
Heritage
The transference from manufacturing to the service industries is examined 
through Corner and Harvey’s (1991) UK-based research, and forms the core 
of my examination into ‘heritage’, and certainly their conclusion that merging 
‘enterprise’ with ‘heritage’ helped to mobilize and manage change on a national 
level, helps to draw out a clear methodology for Burberry’s approach to 
centralizing heritage as a key element of brand essence, and subsequently as 
one of their most important brand assets. 
Similarly, Moor’s (2007) work on the decline of manufacturing and the rise of 
the service industries in the UK and US in the mid-1980s is used to describe 
the increase of the ‘heritage’ sector, and to show how Burberry seized this 
aspect of change to influence not only the design of their collections, but also 
the aesthetics of their stores, product offer, and the development of their social 
media platforms and online appearance.   
Drawing on Appadurai’s (1996) notion of nostalgia without memory, I show how 
Burberry used elements of British mythology and culture, including medieval 
chivalry, class and personal liberty in the inter-war period, and the ‘rural 
idyll’, to increase a conservative nostalgia for ‘the past’ in twenty first century 
consumerism, successfully re-positioning ‘heritage’ as a capital-producing 
element of the brand. 
My examination into heritage can be seen in context to Susan Stewart’s 
(1993) work on nostalgia, which she firmly links to inauthenticity as it seeks a 
past that has never really existed except as a narrative. Stewart’s assertion 
that nostalgia is ‘hostile to history and its invisible origins’ (1993: 23) can be 
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seen as supporting Burberry’s aim of objectifying ‘the past’ as a quasi idyll, or 
what Stewart describes as ‘a longing for an impossibly pure context of lived 
experience’.  Though Stewart views nostalgia as primarily utopian, there are 
similarities to Evans’ (2003) work on consumer and material culture, which 
takes on a darker narrative. Evans cites Rebecca Arnold’s (2001) argument 
that it is in ‘the nature of modern fashion to be inherently contradictory through 
a display of both the promise and the threat of the future…revealing our 
desires and anxieties…constructing identities that use stylish dress as a route 
to self-creation and yet ultimately to self-destruction.’ (Arnold, 2001 xiv, cited 
in Evans, 2003: 7)  Evans also describes parallels between the nineteenth 
century ragpicker and the contemporary fashion designer, who ‘rummages 
in the historical wardrobe, scavenging images for reuse’ (2003: 13), and that 
‘these traces of the past surface in the present like the return of the repressed.’ 
(2003: 9)  However, for Burberry any sense of ‘self destruction’ and ‘repression’ 
are entirely absent from their collections, and the brand presents its ‘dip into the 
past’ as one free of any troubling anxieties.   
My thesis questions Corner and Harvey’s (1991) assertion that projections 
of British heritage, however insipid and mythical, have been unable to avoid 
awkward issues surrounding the idea of a national inheritance and its relation to 
wide-spread perceptions of both past and continuing inequalities, as Burberry 
has successfully avoided these awkward issues by presenting the past (in store 
and online) as a homogenous, glorious epoch where weavers, stonemasons, 
and carpenters are imbued with high status, their noisy and sometimes 
dangerous work conditions are eliminated, and consumers are left to experience 
the ‘inheritance’ of their work as a sign of valued British craftsmanship. 
 
I show how Burberry are able to conjure a strong sense of heritage using Lury’s 
(2004) work on the logo as index and icon in order to situate its importance 
as a key selling point to the brand, whilst equally providing reassurance in 
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financially uncertain times. Correspondingly, Lury’s work on the presence of a 
company founder – what she describes as a ‘real live person standing behind 
the brand’ (2004: 80) is used to show how the figure of ‘Thomas Burberry’ was 
used to develop positive brand associations for consumers, as ‘the question of 
continuity is important for the ability of the logo to act as an index’ (Lury, 2004: 
81), which is this case added what Lury describes as ‘vitality’ (2004: 80) to the 
brand, and, despite the current lack of family connection, Thomas Burberry’s 
name, personhood and biography is used to evoke a long sense of history and 
‘heritage’, ultimately adding financial value to the brand. 
In parallel with Evans (2003) text, I examine fashion’s love affair with ‘the past’ 
through Goodrum’s work into the effects of globalization, where she argues that 
the sector frequently looks back into history as a way of stabilizing a ‘fearful 
future’, and that one of the effects of globalization at the turn of the twenty-first 
century was often related to a ‘reactionary emergence of local nostalgia’ (2005: 
37). Similarly, her work on increased mobility and poorly bounded cultures is 
used to show how consumer insecurity and vulnerability has led to a return 
of what she describes as a ‘folksy look’ (2005: 37) that points to a bygone 
age of craft production and homespun charm as a way of actively offsetting 
global rootlessness, and I show how Burberry capitalized on these feelings of 
instability in order to design clothing specifically to appeal to a global market, 
essentially centralizing ‘the archive’ as a design direction.  
Lash and Lury’s work on ‘imagined communities’ (2007: 157) is used to explore 
Burberry’s communication strategies to its consumers, many of whom have a 
purely online relationship with the brand, to look at how they embed ‘heritage’ 
as a customer-facing element of the brand.  I also use their work on the 
brand as a means of communication to underline how Burberry is no longer a 
manufactured object, nor simply an identity or cultural object, ‘it is a medium. It 
is a means of communication, a communications technology, or a (distributed) 
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surface in which other cultural products [can be communicated]’ (2007: 43), as 
a way of highlighting how Burberry use social media and specially designed 
online content including music channel Burberry Acoustic, and fan-site Art of the 
Trench, as a way of reaching their ‘imagined community’.  
Data mining - an important income-generating element of the brand, is explored 
through Lash and Lury’s work on what they describe as ‘the computer ‘back 
end’’ (2007: 192), where conversely, the surface of the brand ceases to be the 
most important constituent, and the browsing depth and ‘flattened media’ (2007: 
196) take over, compressing space into a series of algorithms and multiple data 
points. Burberry’s use of carefully selected and increasingly repetitive heritage 
images help to entice consumers to the brand, and once registered, I show how 
those data points are used to silently control and manage consumer activity.  
Using Manovich’s ideas on ‘augmented space’, I explore Burberry’s surveillance 
culture, which takes place not only online, but also within its bricks and mortar 
stores, and I show how it has adopted what Manovich describes as a source 
of data that is ‘likely to be in multi-media form and is often localized for each 
user’ (2006: 220) in order to create an experiential brand environment for the 
consumer, but also a powerful data extraction tool for the brand.  Burberry also 
use what Corner and Harvey describe as ‘educational heritage’ particularly 
within their Regent Street flagship store, but also within some of their online 
experiences, as a ‘popular, recreational engagement with the past’ (1991: 
48). But these experiences are, for many consumers, a passive engagement, 
and are in line with Mellor’s interviews with visitors at Albert Dock where a 
typical visitor comment was ‘“I just like to stand and look at things rather than 
take part.”’ (1991: 107) But Burberry also needs to make these experiences 
memorable, which risks turning them into a compulsory activity, a form of co-
creation where no drifting is allowed. However enforced activity isn’t always 
palatable to the contemporary consumer, not least within a luxury shopping 
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environment, and as Mellor attests, some visitors react against seemingly 
obligatory requirements by stating ‘“I’m not one for that sort of thing”’ (1991: 
107) but Burberry has pre-judged the delivery of these experiences, by ensuring 
that there’s always something to see and do, for example by simply being in 
the store customers can see archive footage of the MacRobertson Air Race in 
1934, but also understand that Burberry co-sponsored the event. 
Labour
Paul Blyton and Jean Jenkins (2012) study of the closure of the Burberry 
production plant at Treorchy is used to examine issues around labour practices. 
‘Mobilising resistance: the Burberry workers’ campaign against factory closure’ 
(2012) uses industrial sociology and employment relations as a starting point 
for their research. I draw extensively on their study in order to examine specific 
industrial relations between management and workforce, and to present an 
image of industrial unrest from the moment the closure was announced to the 
final day of work. 
Blyton and Jenkins’ (2012) research shows how the Treorchy workforce differed 
from other workers within the garment industry, by highlighting their geographic 
isolation and their ‘nothing to lose’ attitude in the wake of the pit closures of the 
mid-1980s. They primarily use mobilization theory to examine how this cohesive 
but previously non-militant group of workers acquired a collective response 
to their employers’ hardline stance, and frame analysis to underline how a 
‘compliant’ workforce (which they argue is a common state amongst the high 
percentage of female employees within fashion and apparel production), were 
taken on a journey that eventually led to what they term the ‘injustice frame’, 
where workers fought against what they saw as substantive and procedural 
injustice from employer to employee. Blyton and Jenkins use Kerr and Siegel’s 
(1954) research into ‘strike proneness’ amongst geographically isolated 
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but socially unified groups of workers, as befits the profile of the Treorchy 
workforce, (an element supported by my own empirical research, Weston, 
2009), and Goffman’s (1974) work on the organization of experience is used to 
describe how the workforce were mobilized into a more collective and activist 
state of mind. Gamson and Myers (1996) text on seizing political opportunities 
is used to show how the work of multiple agencies including trade unions, local, 
national and European politicians helped employees to challenge their employer 
and move into a more adversarial position, away from their long-term stance of 
loyalty to their company. 
Despite a 32-year gap since the publication of Sallie Westwood’s ‘All Day Every 
Day’ (1984), the workplace for working class women remains depressingly 
familiar, and the stories that emerge in Westwood’s text, from Blyton and 
Jenkins’, and in my own empirical research underline this lack of change. 
Though Westwood primarily examines ways that women resist the pressures 
of capitalism and patriarchy through shopfloor culture, there are parallels to my 
research including the sharp division of labour in terms of gender, where men 
tended to be in control, and women attempt to affirm ‘feminine’ culture through 
domestication of the work place, for example by claiming possession of sewing 
machines and chairs. 
There was also a lively and informal workplace economy in both Westwood’s 
study and my own; similarly, Westwood reports that the workplace was used to 
repair and alter clothes, and in my own study it was common practice to take in 
clothes for pressing.  Equally, there are parallels in language: Westwood cites a 
male manager in the finishing department who referred to the women as ‘girls’, 
a practice that continued at Burberry, even with women who had worked at the 
plant for forty years or more. 
